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Per ogni Modulo svolto vengono indicati i relativi contenuti affrontati.

MODULO CONTENUTI

Jobs in the house

Social networking

have to, don’t have to

Talking about obligation

Vocab.: jobs in the house

must, mustn’t

Talking about rules and laws

Experiences

Supernatural events

Present perfect with ever, never

Talking about life experiences

Been vs gone

Present perfect vs past simple

Relationships

Favourite possessions

Present perfect with already, just, still, yet

Talking about recent actions and events

Present perfect with How long…? for, since

Past simple with How long…?

meet vs know

A geography trip Modal verbs will, may, might

Future predictions and future possibilities

Vocab.: geographical features

The environment Zero conditional and 1st conditional
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if, when, unless

Talking about situations and results

At the airport some, any, no, every compounds, too, not enough

Make vs do, get.

Job interviews

Freedom and rules

Present perfect continuous with for, since

How long…?

Talking about unfinished actions and states

make, let, be allowed to

Talking about obligation and permission

Computers and technology Infinitive of purpose: to + infinitive

Expressing function: for + verb+ing

Expressing the purpose of things

Vocab.: computer and internet technology

Reading activity and
comprehension

M. Gandhi - India

Tim Berners-Lee   - Search engines

Charles Darwin    - Natural selection

Writing activity

Educazione Civica

Writing a email to a friend

Writing a “for and against” essay

Writing about your feelings during Lockdown

Writing about a difficult situation you had to overcome

Lavori di gruppo Find information about a well-known Italian peace campaigner

how many use it today? Which are their favourite

Find information about Guglielmo Marconi

Find information about how scientists believe humans developed from primates

Find dates and statistics about Internet use in Italy. When did Italians start to
use the Internet? How many use it today?

Find information about Galileo, another scientist whose theories shocked the
word and caused conflict with the Church

Unexplained and paranormal phenomena

Environmental projects or parks in Italy

Prof.ssa Maianti Daniela 31.05.2021

Il programma è stato visionato e approvato dai rappresentanti degli studenti della classe.
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